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Translation invariant Frechet subspaces

of distributions

by

S.J.L. van Eijndhoven

Abstract

This paper is about translation invariant subspaces F of the classical distribution space V'(JR)

of Schwartz which admit a Frechet linear topology such that the translation group is strongly

continuous on :F. If CIX.'(JR) is contained in :F, then complete characterizations of the closed

translation invariant subspaces of :F are derived on the basis of earlier work of Kahane and

Schwarz. The first part of the paper is preparatory and devoted to CO· groups on Frechet

spaces in general.

Eindhoven, June 1993.
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Introduction

The inspiration to write this paper comes from system theory. In its fundamental descriptions

there seems a need for topological vector spaces which are sufficiently rich to describe the

so called signal space. As leading example we consider a linear time-invariant input-output

system described by an AR-relation

where pes) is a p x p-polynomial matrix and Q(s) a p x q-polynomial matrix. In order to

avoid differentiability restrictions on y and on u, the expression is said to be valid in the sense

of distributions. However, this invokes new problems. In fact, distributionally equation (1)

reads

with y and u being understood as distributions in some way and <, > denoting the duality

of V(IR, IRq) and V'(IR, IRq). Written in this way, things are getting more involved and a

distributional interpretation does not seem a true remedy for the problem. We intend to

present a more appropriate remedy by developing a constructive approach for dealing with

equations of type (1).

At the basis of it all is the translation group (adtER which acts on functions as well as

on distributions. We restrict to signal spaces F in which the linear topology is not more

complex than the natural topology of the space COO(IR) of infinitely differentiable functions

on IR. Therefore, we consider translation invariant subspaces F of V'(IR) which can be

endowed with a Frechet topology F such that the following are satisfied

(1) The topology T is stronger than the weak topology on F induced by V(IR).

(2) The translation group (adtER restricted to F is a co-group.

(3) COO(IR) is contained in F.

Under these conditions the pair (y, u) E FP x Fq is said to satisfy the AR-relation (1) if there

is a sequence «Yn, un))nEN with (Yn, un) E COO(IR)P x COO(IR)q such that
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and

(Yn, un) - (y, U) as n -+ 00 in FP x Fq ,

where FP (.1"q) denotes the p-fold (q-fold) product space of .1" with product topology. (We

note that COO(JR)P and COO(JR, JRP) can be identified.) Eventually we show that the latter

interpretation and the distributional interpretation are equivalent.

In his thesis [ ], Soethoudt developed a complete characterization of the closed linear time

invariant subspaces of COO(JR)P x COO(JR)q which can be described by an AR-relation. Thus

we obtain a characterization of the closed linear translation invariant subspaces of FP x Fq

which are fixed by an AR-relation.

Endowing COO(JR) with a metrizable locally convex topology T such that the translation

group is locally equicontinuous with respect to T leads to a Frechet space with the desired

properties through the process of completion. All commonly used Frechet spaces in system

theory such as the spaces L.p,/oc(JR) and C(JR) arise in this way.

The construction presented in this paper requires some general knowledge of co-groups on

Frechet spaces. For reasons of self-containedness and inaccessibility of the literature on this

relevant topic, the first two sections are devoted to this part of co'group theory.

In the first section we discuss the translation group «(J{)tER on the space C(JR,.1") of con

tinuous functions from JR into a Frechet space .1". Having dealt with the usual items such

as the determination of the infinitesimal generator and its spectral properties, we study the

convolution operator (JF[J.l] for J.l any function of bounded variation on JR, where the varia

tion takes place only on a compact interval. If J.l is infinitely differentiable, the corresponding

(JF[J.l] is a regulizer, Le. a mapping from C(JR,.1") into COO(JR, F). In the second section we

start with a co-group (at>tER on .1" and introduce the operator £ from .1" into C(JR,.1") by

(Ex)(t)=atX, tEJR, xE.1".

The operator £ intertwines between (adtER and ((J{)tER,
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So via the results with respect to the group (a[)tER, derived in the first section, a number

of interesting properties of the group (Qt)tER corne out quite naturally. For instance, if

Do denotes the infinitesimal generator of (Qt)tER with domain of definition dom(60 ), then

x E dom(60 ) if and only if Ex E C'(JR,:F), yielding closedness of 60 ,

Some considerations on Frechet spaces

Let :F be a Frechet space, Le. a complete locally convex topological vector space where the

topology is brought about by a countable collection (Pn)nEN of seminorms. Without loss of

generality the seminorms (Pn) will be assumed ordered,

By C(JR,:F) we denote the vector space of all continuous functions from JR into:F. The

locally convex topology on C(JR,:F) is brought about by the countable collection

Pn,m(f) = sup Pn(f(t)).
tE[-m,m]

The triangle inequality ensures that for each n E IN and f E C(JR,:F) the function

t f--O Pn(f(t)) is continuous a.nd so the above supremum is attained.

Theorem 1. C(JR,:F) is a. Frechet space.

Proof. Let (ik) be a Cauchy sequence in C( JR, :F). Since for each t E JR the sequence

(ik(t)) is Cauchy in :F we can define f: JR -4 :F by

f(t):= lim fdt).
k.....oo

For all t E [-m, m] and k,f E IN, n E IN

Pn(ik(t) - f(t)) ~ Pn,m(fk - It) +Pn(fl(t) - f(t))
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which proves that for all n E IN and m E IN

lim sup Pn(!k(t) - I(t)) = 0 .
k-oo tE[-m,m)

The continuity of I follows from the inequality

Pn(J(s) - I(t)) ~ 2 sup Pn(Jk(r) - I(r)) +Pn(fk(t) - Ik(S))
'TE[-m,m)

where m is so large that t, S E [-m, m], and k chosen fixed and large enough. o

Lemma 2. Let J( C JR be compact and let I E C(JR, F). Then 11K is uniformly con-

tinuous on ](, i.e.

VnEN VE>o 36>0 Vt,sEK: It - sl < 6 => Pn(f(t) - I(s)) < £ .

The proof is based on the same type of compa.ctness argument as the classical proof for the

case F = C.

By bac(JR) we denote the space of all functions from JR into C for which there exists A > 0

such that for any n E IN and any choice tj E JR, j E {O, 1, ... , n}, to < t1 < ... < tn,

n

L IJl(tj) - Il·(tj-dl ~ A
j=1

and, moreover, for some T E JR+ ,

Jl(t) = 0 , t <-T- ,

Il(t) = Jl(T), t ~ T .

By var(Jl), the variation of Jl, we mean the infimum of all constants A which satisfy (*).

Let I E C(JR, F) and for k E IN define

tj = -T+ 2!-1 T, j = O,1, ... ,2k
•

Consider the sequence (Ik(f)) in F defined by
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2k

Ik(J) = L (I.t(tj) -1l(tj-d)/(tj).
j=l

Since I is uniformly continuous on [-T, T] the sequence (Ik(J)) is Cauchy in T and therefore
T

convergent. Its limit is denoted by J I dll and if 11 is differentiable by J l(t)Il'(t)dt. In
R -T

fact, this integral is the straightforward generalization of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral for

complex valued functions. It can be checked that for all 11 E bac(JR) and IE G(JR, T)

P. ~ I dP) $ var(p)P•.m(f)

with m sufficiently large. Moreover for all monotoneously nondecreasing 11 E bac(JR)

P. ~ I dl/) $1 p.(f(t))dp(i).

Next we introduce the one-parameter group (O't}tER of translations on G(JR, T)

(O't/)(r) = I(t+r), T E JR, IE C(JR,T).

Then (CTt)tER is a co-group; so for all n E IN and m E IN

Pn,m(O'tf-f)--o, ast-O,

due to the uniform continuity of Ion compact subsets of JR.

To fix the infinitesimal generator of (CTt)tER we introduce the spaces Cl(JR, T) and Gk(JR, T),

in general, as follows.

Let IE G(JR, T). Then IE Ck(JR, T) if there exists 9 E C(JR, T) and an T-valued polyno

mial P of degree ::; k - 1 such that

t

J (t )k-l
I(t) =pet) + (;~ I)! g(r)dr.

o

The differentiation operator D: c l (JR, T) -+ C(JR, T) is defined by

t

DI=g:~/(t)=I(O)+Jg(T)dr, tEJR.
a
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Since

t t (t] )(t - r)k-l (il - r)k-2J (k-l)! g(r)dr= J J (k-2)! g(r)dr dtl
000

it is clear that D maps Ck(JR, F) into Ck-I(JR, F). This leads us to define the locally convex

topology of Ck(JR, F). It is the topology generated by the collection of seminorms

k

P~.m(f) =L Pn,m(Dlf) .
l=O

So for 0 75 l 75 k the operator Dl from Ck(JR, F) into Ck-l(IR, n) is continuous. We observe

that for each k the space Ck(IR, F) is a Frechet space.

Theorem 3. The differentiation operator V is the infinitesimal generator of the group

(UdtER.

Proof. Let f E C'(JR, F). Then there exists 9 E C(JR, F) such that

8

f(8) = f(O) +Jg(r)dr
o

and so for t :f:. 0 and 8 E IR

(utf)(s) - 1(8) 1 Jt+s

t = t g(r)dr
8

which yields

(
uti - I )

p~ Pn,m t - 9 = 0

for all n E IN and m E IN.

Let, conversely, I E C(JR, F) be such that there exists 9 E C(IR, F) with

Ii utI - I . C(1R 'r')m = 9 In ,.r.
t-O t

Then the conclusion IE C'(JR, F) follows from the observations that for fixed 8 E JR
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f(s) - f(O) = lim
t-O [

11+1 1]
~ ! f(r)dr - ~ ! f(r)dr

II

= lim !t J[(utf)(r) - f(r)]dr
t-O

o
II

= Jg(r)dr
o

Next we want to prove some results for the operators p(D)

where p denotes the polynomial

with complex coefficients aD, • .• , ak.

First we introduce the following notation

For cp E C(JR. C) and x E F, cp 12):2: denotes the function in C(JR, F) defined by

(cp0 x)(t) = cp(t)x, t E JR .

Lemma 4. Let cp}, . .. , CPn in C(JR. C) be given. Define

M = span {<.pj @ x I j = 1, ... , n, x E F} .

Then M is closed in C(JR, F).

o

Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that the set {CPl"'" CPn} is independent in

C(lR, C).

Assertion. There exist tl,"" tn E JR such that the matrix ~ := (cpj{ti) )~j=l is invert

ible.

Proof. For n = 1 the result is trivial. Assume the assertion is true for n = m - 1, and

let {<pI.' .. , <Pm} be independent in C(JR, C). Then for suitable tIl' .. , tm-l the matrix
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is invertible. Now suppose for all t E III the matrix

with tm = t is not invertible. Then for all t E III there exists /3i(t), i = 1, ... , m - 1, such

that

m-1

!pj(t) = L /3;(t)'Pj(ti), j = 1, ... ,m.
i=l

It follows that

and since

m-1

'Pm = L 'Pj(td/3;
i=l

we get a contradiction with 'Pm ¢< !pI, ... , 'Pm-1 >. o

n

Now let !k = L 'Pj 0 Xkj be a sequence in M that is convergent with limit f. Then
j=l

for all t E III

is a Cauchy-sequence in F. Chosen t 1 , ••• , tn as indicated in the assertion, we see that

is a Cauchy-sequence in the n-fold product space Fn. t being invertible it follows that

(x k1 , ••• , Xkn) is a Cauchy- sequence in Fn. So there exists (Xl,"" xn ) in F n such that

(Xk1"",Xkn) - (X1""'Xn ) as k - 00. We conclude that

n

f = L !pj 0 Xj EM.
j=l

9
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Define the integral operators Ik(>') on C(JR, F) by

I
s (~ )k-l

(h(>')f)(s) = ~ - r eA(S-T) f(r)dr
(k - I)! .

o

Then

(D - >'lh(>') = I ,

(D - >.)jh(>') = (D - >.)j-k, j> k .

The operator h(>.) maps Cl(IR,F) into Cl+k(IR,F) and it is a continuous right inverse of

(D - >.)k = eAS Dke-.\s which maps CkH(IR, F) onto Cl(IR, F), therefore. It can be checked

readily that

and so

k-l

h(>')(D - >.)kf = f - L qj,.\ @ ((D - >.)j1)(0)
j=O

with qj,A the Bohl function, qj,A(t) = ~ eAt. So f E ker(D - >.)k, i.e. (D - >.)kf = 0 if and

only if

f E span( {qj,A @ x I x E F, j = 0, ... , k - I})

as to be expected.

We aim to extend the results for arbitrary p(D) where p is a polynomial.

So let p be a complex polynomial with zeros >'k, k = 1, ... , v having the orders ik, respectively.

Then there are complex coefficients ajk, j =1, ... , ik, k =1, ... , v such that
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From which it follows that p(D)Ij(>'k) =pjk(D).

Define the linear mapping 1(. by

v jk

K = L L ajk1j(>'k) .
k=l j=l

Then K maps Cl(IR,F) into Cl(IR,F) continuously for each l E IN and for f E Cl(IR,F)

v jk

p(D)1(.f = L L ajkP(D)Ij(>'k)f
k=l j=l

v jk
= L L ajkPjk(D)f = f

k=l j=l

We shall compute Kp(D)f, also. First observe that for f E Ck(ffl, F),

j-l

= pjk(D)f - L qi,Ak 0 «D - ).k)ipjk(D)f)(O)
i=O

j-l

=pjk(D)f - L qi,Ak 0 (Pj-i,k(D)f)(O)
i=O

Inserting the definition of 1(. we get

V }k

Kp(D)f = L L ajk1j().klp(D)f
k=l j=l

v jk-1

= f - L L qi,Ak 0 (Tik(D)f)(O)
k=l i=O

where

ik-i

Ti,k().) = L aj+l,kPjk().) , i = 0, ... ,jk - 1 .
j=l
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We observe that degree (ri,d ~ degree(p) - l.

Since p(D)/CI = I for I E Gk(lR, F) it follows that p(D)1 = 0 if and only if /Cp(D)1 = 0,

whence

ker(p(D)) =span({qi.'\/i: ® x I x E F, j =1, .. . ,jk, k = 1, .. . ,v}). o

Theorem 6. Let p be a polynomial of degree d. Then p(D) with domain Gd(lR, F) is dosed

as a densely defined linear mapping in G(lR, F).

r

Proof. Write peA) = II (A - Ak)i/i: with the implicit assumption that p(d)(O) = d!, and
k=l

r

observe that p(D) = II (D - Adi/i: maps Gd(lR, F) into G(lF', F). Put
k=l

r'

'R = II Ijk (Ak) .
k=l

Then 'R maps G(lR, F) into Gd(lR, F) and p(D)'R = I. Now let (In) be a sequence in

Gd(lR,F) such that In - I in G(lR,F) and p(D)ln - 9 in G(lF', F). We have to prove that

IE Gd(lR,F) and p(D)1 =g. Now Vn = In - 'Rp(D)fn E ker(p(D» and

'Rln - 'RI, 'Rp(D)ln - 'Rg so that Vn - f - 'Rg. Sinc;e ker(p(D)) is closed according to

Lemma 4 and Theorem 5, 1- 'Rg E ker(p(D». Consequently,

1= 'Rg + (f - Rg) E Gd(lR,F) and p(D)f = 9 . o

Corollary 7. For each k E LV the operator D k with domain Gk(lR, F) is closed as a linear

mapping in G(lR, F). o

Corollary 8. The Frechet topology of Gk(lR, F) equals the graph topology of Gk(IR, F)

corresponding to the operator D k and therefore is brought about by the seminorms p~ m.

o

Finally we introduce the operators q[ll], Il E bac(lR), on G(lR, F) by
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T

(OO[Il]f)(t) = J I(t +T)dll(T)
-T

T

=J(OO7f)(t)dll(T) , t E JR, 1 E C(JR,F)
-T

with T such that Il varies only in [-T, T]. Since

for m E IN with m~ m +T, OO[Il] is a continuous linear mapping from C(JR, F) into C(JR, F).

Using translates of the Heaviside function H and linear combinations thereof, it follows that

the linear span, span({O't I t E JR}), is contained in the collection {OO[Il] III E bac(JR)}.

Moreover OO[1l1]OO[1l2] = 00[/11 * 1l2] = 00[/12]00[/11] where III * 112 is the usual convolution of two

elements of bac(JR),

Lemma 9. span( {OOt I t E JR}) is strongly dense in {OO[Il] III E bac(JR)} , Le. for each

Il E bac(JR) there exists a sequence (OO[llk]) in span( {O't I t E JR}) such that for all 1 E C(JR, F)

Proof. Let Il E bac(JR). For s E JR define Hs E bac(JR) by Hs(t) = H(t - s). Let T > 0 so

large that Il varies on [-T, T], only. Define

t
ti,k = -T + 2k- 1 T, i =0,1, ... , 2k

and

210

Ilk = L (Il(ti,k) -1l(ti-l,k»Hti_lok .
i=l

Then

210

OO[llkJ! = E (Il(ti,k) -1l(ti-l,k»OOti_lIkl
i=l
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and

2k ti.k

(q[pJ! - q(Pk)f)(t) = L J (J(t + r) - f(t + ti_l,k))dp(r) .
;=1 ti_l,k

Hence

q[Pklf -. q[p]f in G(JR,:F) . o

Let p E bac(JR) n GOO(JR). Then its derivative p' belongs to G~(JR),Le. p' is a COO-function

with compact support, and

(q[p]f)(t) = J f(t + r),./(r)dr =

= J f(r)p'(T - t)dr

00

It follows that q[p]f E n Gk(JR,:F) =: GOO(JR,:F) with Dkq[p]f = (_1)kq [p<k}J!.
k=O

Let (Vk) be a sequence in G~(JR) with the properties

00

SUpp(Vk) C supp(vk-d, n SUpp(Vk) = {OJ
k=1

and

t

lim J vdr)dT = H(t) , t E JR .
k-oo

-00

Then the sequence (Pk) in bac(JR) n GOO(JR) defined by

t

pk(t) = J VdT)dT
-00

is called an approximate identity in bac(JR) n GOO(JR) and satisfies

lim q[Pk]f = f, f E G(JR,:F) .
k-oo

An approximate identity can be constructed as follows.

Take v E G~(JR) with Jv(r)dr = 1. Define
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IIk(t) =kll(kt), t E JR .

Then the sequence (Ilk) satisfies the conditions.

With the aid of the notion of approximate identity the following result on closed transla

tion invariant subspaces of C(JR,:1") can be proved.

Lemma 10. Let M be a closed subspace of C(JR,:1") such that ut(M) = M for all t E JR.

Then M n COO(JR,:F) is dense in M.

Proof. For all J.l E span( {Ht I t E JR}), u[J.l](M) ~ M and as a consequence of Lemma 9

and the closedness of .0\1 for all Jl E bac(JR), u[/l](M) ~ M. Let (J.lk) in bac(JR) n COO(JR) be

an approximate identity. Then u(J.lk)(M) c M nCOO(JR,:F) for all k. Since U(J.lk)! -;.! for

all ! E M the proof is complete. 0

Remark. If 111 is finite dimensional in addition, then

111 c COO(JR,:F) .

One-parameter co-groups on Frechet spaces

As in the previous section let :F be a Frechet space and let the Frechet topology of :F be fixed

by the ordered collection of seminorms (Pn )nE N .

Let (at )tER denote a one-parameter group of continuous linear mappings on :1". So for each

tl, t2 E JR, O't10't2 =O't1 +t2 and 0'0 equals the identity mapping. To each x E :F we associate

the function Ex: JR -;. :F by

Ex(t) = O'tX, t E JR .

The following definition is standard in one-parameter group theory.

Definition 11. The one-parameter group (adlER is said to be strongly continuous or a

co-group if for aU x E :F
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The following lemma is an immediate consequence of this definition.

Lemma 12. The group (O:t)tER is a co-group if and only if Ex E C(JR,:F) for all x E :F.

Proof. Let x E :F. Then

~ £x E C(JR,:F) 0

The linear mapping £: :F -+ C(JR,:F) is defined by

£X = £x, x E IF .

Then for all t E JR, <7t£ =£O:t, by definition.

Theorem 13. The linear mapping £ is continuous.

Proof. Since we are dealing with Frechet spaces :F and C(JR,:F) we only have to prove

that £ has a closed graph. So let X n -+ x and £xn -+ f in :F and in C(JR, :F), respectively.

Then for all t E JR

and

Consequently, f(t) =O:tX, t E JR. o

Corollary 14. The co-group (o:dtER is locally equicontinuous, Le. for each T > 0 the
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Corollary 14. The co-group (adtER is locally equicontinuous, Le. for each T > 0 the

collection {at I t E [-T, T]} is equicontinuous.

Proof. The continuity of £ means

where

Pn,m(£X) = sup Pn(at(x)).
tE[-m,m]

So for each m E IN the collection {at I t E [-m, m]} is equicontinuous.

We make the following natura] observation: Let ~t : C(JR, F) -+ F denote the continuous

linear mapping !:::.tf = I(t), t E JR. Then a continuous linear mapping 1:-: F -+ C(JR,F)

corresponds to a co-group (13dtER on F if and only if

Definition 15. For each J1 E bac(JR) the operator a[JL] on F is defined by

It follows from the definition of O"['l] that

Theorem 16. The mapping J1 ....... a[JL]' JL E bac(JR), is a representation of the convolution

ring bac(JR) in the ring of all continuous linear mappings on F.

Proof. The proof follows from the definition and the properties of the collection {O"[JLl I J1. E

bac(JR)}.

Next we discuss the infinitesimal generator of the co-group (adtER.
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Definition. By dom( 80 ) the subspace of F is denoted consisting of all x E F for which

the limit

exists in F. The linear mapping bo:: dome00 ) - F thus defined, is called the infinitesimal

generator of the group (adtER. As usual, domeo~) is inductively defined by

and

Lemma 17. Let x E F. Then

x E dom(8o ) if and only if £x E dom(D) =C'(JR,F).

If so, £oox =D£x, x E dom(80 ).

Proof. Let £x E domeD). Then by Theorem 3,

lim ~t(CTt£X - Ex) = D£x in C(JR,F).
t-O

It follows that

lim ~(atx - x) = lim -t
1

«CTt£x)(O) - (£x)(O))
t-O t t-O

=(D£x)(O)

Let, conversely, x E dome00 ), Then for n, m E IN there exists f E IN and C > 0 such that

(£ is continuous)
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Hence £x E domeD) and D£x = £box.

An inductive argument yields

Corollary 18. Let x E :F. Then

x E dom(o~) if and only if £x E dom(Dk) = Ck(IR,:F) .

o

Lemma 19. For each k E IN, dom(o~) is dense in :F. More in particular, domoo(oo) =:
00n dom(o~) is dense in :F.

k=l

Proof. Let (Jlm)mEN be an approximate identity in bac(1R) n Coo(JR). Then £a[Jlm]x =
q[Jlm]£x E Coo(JR, :F), x E :F. Hence a[Jlm]x E domoo (00 ) for all x E :F. Since q[Jlm]£x 

£x for all x E :F as m -; 00. It follows that a[Jlm]x - x for all x E :F as m - 00, and the

conclusion follows. 0

Theorem 20. Let p be a polynomial of degree q, p(~) = aq~q + ... + al~ + ao. Then

the linear operator p(00 ),

with domain, dom(p«\,)) = dom(o~) is well defined and closed as a densely defined linear

operator in :F.

Proof. Let x E dom(06)' Then by definition, x E dom(o~), 0 ~ k ~ q, and so p(oo)x

is well defined and satisfies £p(oo)x = p(D)£x.

Now let (x n ) be a sequence in dom(o~) such that X n - x and p(oo)xn - Y in:F. The

continuity of £ ensures

Since £p(oo)xn = p(D)£xn and since p(D) is closed with domain cq(JR,:F), d.

Theorem 6, we get £x E cq(IR,:F) and p(D)£x = £y. Consequently, x E dom(oZ) and

y = (p(D)£x)(O) = p(oo)x. 0
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Corollary 21. The vector space dom(6~) with locally convex topology brought about by

the seminorms

p~(x) = Pn(x) + Pn(6~x), x E dom(6~) ,

is a Frechet space. Besides domOO(6a ) is a, Frechet space endowed with the Frechet topology

generated by the collection {p~ I n E IN, k E IN}.

Next we present some results on (O't}- invariant subspaces and (O't)-invariant operators.

Lemma 22. The strong (= pointwise) closure of the linear span span({at I t E JR}) contains

the collection {O'[p] I p E bac(Dl)}.

Proof. Let p E bac(Dl). According to Lemma 9 there exists a sequence (Pn) in span({Ht I t E

JR}) such that u[Pn]J -;. u[p]J for all f E C(Dl, F). Hence

O'[JLn]x = (u[JLn]£x)(O) -+ (u[p]£x)(O) =O'[JL]x . o

Corollary 23. Let M c F be a closed subspace such that O't(M) ~ M for all t E JR. Then

O'[p](M) ~ M for all JL E bac(Dl).

Proof. Let J1 E bac(Dl). Choose the sequence (JLn) in span( {Ht I t E JR}) as indicated

above. Then for all n E IN, O'[JLn](M) ~ M and so for all x EM

o

Theorem 24. Let M c F be a closed subspace such that O't(M) ~ M for all t E JR. Then

M n domOO
( 60 ) is dense in M. '

Proof. Let (J1n) be an approximate identity in bac(JR) n COO(JR). Then O'[JLn]x E domOO(6a )

and O'[JLn]x -+ x, n -+ 00, for all x E F. So for x E M, O'[JLn]x E M n domOO (6a ) and

consequently M ndomOO (6a ) is dense in M. 0

Let at denote the restriction at IdomOO(,sa). Then (at}tER is strongly continuous and for
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all x E domOO (6() a[Ji]x = a[Ji]x. So if M c domOO (6() is closed In domOO(60 ) and

at(M) ~ M, t E JR, then a[Ji](M) = 6[Ji](M) C M.

Corollary 25. Let M be a closed subspace of the Frechet space domOO (6() with at(M) ~ M

for all t E JR. Let cl(M) denote its closure in F. Then M = cl(M) n domOO (6().

Proof. It is clear that M ~ cl(M) n domOO(60 ). Take x E cl(M) n dom OO(60 ), a.nd let

Ji E bac(JR) n coo(JR). (Observe that 6~a[Ji] = (-l)ka[Ji{k}].) There exists a sequence (x n)

in M such that Xn -+ x in F as n -+ 00. Hence a[Ji]xn -+ a[Ji]x in domOO (60 ), and since

a[Ji]xn E M for all n E IN we obtain a[Ji]x EM. Now let (Jin) be an approximate identity

in bac(JR) n COO(JR). Then a[Jin]x -+ x in dom OO (60 ) so that x E M. 0

Corollary 26. Let M C F be a finite dimensional subspace such that at(M) ~ M for

all t E JR. Then M = M n domOO(6(). 0

A characterization of the finite dimensional (ad-invariant subspaces M of F has been given

in the master's thesis [Rij]. It is based on Jordan's decomposition theorem for linear opera

tors in finite dimensional vector spaces: Let f3t: M -+ M be defined by f3t = atlM' Then

(f3d is a one parameter group on the finite dimensional vector space M. For its everywhere

defined generator 6{3 we have 6{3 = 60 1M. So

i.e. there are xl, ... , XII in M such that

M = span{(o{3 - Aj)iXj I i = O, ... ,Tj -1, j = 1, ... ,1I}

= span{(oo - Aj)iXj Ii = 0, . .. ,Tj -1, j = 1, ... ,1I}

and XI, ••• , Xv satisfy

Definition 27. A closed linear operator K with domain dom(K) in F is said to be (ad

invariant if at(dom(K» ~ dom(K) and Katx = atKx, X E dom(K), t E JR.
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Lemma 28. Let K be a closed (ad-invariant operator in :T. Then for all J.l E bac(JR),

O'[J.l](dom(IC)) ~ dom(K) and ICO'[J.l] =O'[J.l]K.

Proof. Take a sequence (J.ln)nEN with Jln E span{Ht I t E lR}. Such that O'[J.ln] --+ 0'[J.l]

strongly as n --+ 00. Then for all x E dom(K), ICa[J.ln]x = O'[Jln)ICx with O'[Jln)X E dom(IC),

and

ICO'[Jln)x --+ 0'[J.l]A:: x , as n --+ 00 .

Since K is closed it follows that O'[J.l]x E dom(A::) and KO'[Jl]x = O'[Jl)Kx. o

Lemma 29. Let K be a closed (ad-invariant operator in :T such that domOO (6o) C dom(IC).

Then IC(domOO (6o )) ~ domOO (6o), and ICldomOO(oa) : domOO (6o) --+ domOO (6o ) is continuous.

Proof. Let (Jln) be an approximate identity in bac(lR) n COO(lR) and let x E domOO (6o).

Then for all k E IN, since A:: is closed,

and

Since 6~ is closed it follows that

ICx E dom(6~) and 6~ICx = IC6~x . o

Theorem 30. Let IC be a closed (ad-invariant operator in:T such that domOO (6o ) C dom(IC).

Then

graph(lC) = ((x;lCx) I x E domOO(oo)}
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with the closure taken in F x F.

Proof. The closed subspace graph(K) of FEB F is invariant under the action of the Co

group (Qt)tER on F x F defined by Qt( x; Y) = (O'tX; O'tY). Therefore

is dense in graph(K) according to Theorem 24. o

Finally we present two side-results which will become important in the next section.

In 1978, Dixmier and Malliavin, [DiMa], presented a deep result in Lie group representation

theory. Let there be given a strongly continuous representation 7r of a Lie group g in a

Frechet space F. Then for each x E F and i.p E V(9), i.e. the space of COO-functions on g

with compact support, the integral

7rtpX = J i.p(g)1rg x dg

o

(dg the Haar measure on g) exists and defines a Coo-vector of the representation 7r. Let

COO( 7r) denote the collection of all COO-vectors for 7r. Dixmier and Malliavin proved that

COO(7r) = span ( U 7rtp(F»).

tpEV(Q)

(The space on the right-hand side is known as the Garding domain of the representation).

Applied to our much simpler situation. We deal with a co-group (O't)tER and take g = JR

and define 1r(t) = O'll t E JR. Then accordulg to the above results.

Theorem 31. (Dixmier and MaUiavin)

domOO (6o ) = span ( U 0'[J.l](1"»).
,.Ebac(R)nCOO (R)

Proof. Going through the definition of Coo(7r) it follows that COO(7r) = domOO (6o ) if 7r is

taken as suggested. Moreover, in this case,
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7r<px =Je.p(t)7r(t)x dt
R.

Jat X dJI,P(t) = a[JI..p]x
R.

with JI«) E bac(JR) n GOO(JR) defined by

t

J.l<p( t) = J e.p(T)dT .
-00

The second side-result is on extensions of co-groups.

o

Theorem 32. Let Fo be a dense subspace of a Frechet space F and let (at}tER. be a

one-parameter Co- group on Fo which is locally equicontinuous. Then there exists a (unique)

one parameter co'group (13t)tER. on F such that 13tl.1"o = at.

Proof. Define £ on Fo by

(£x)(t)=QtX, tEJR, xEFo .

Since (at}tER. is a co-group, £x E G(JR, F) and since (at}tER. is locally equicontinuous

£: Fo - G(JR, F) is continuous. Hence £ extends uniquely to a continuous linear map

ping text from F into G(JR, F). Since (~t£)(~r£) =atQr =Qt+r = Il t+r£, it follows that

(~t£extl(Ar£exd=At+r£ext for all t, T E JR. Now put 13t =At£exb t E JR. 0

We finish this section with some results in q-fold direct sums of the Frechet space F and

corresponding q-fold extension of the group (QdtER..

By F[q] = (fl~=1 F we denote the vectorspace of all q-tuples of elements of F with natural

vector space structure and Frechet topology; by at[q], t E JR the linear mapping on F[q]

Then (at[q])tER. is a co-group on F[q]. Let t5cr [q] denote its infinitesimal generator. Then
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and

For each p E bac(JR),

a[piq](XI," .,xq) =Jat[q](x}, ... ,xq)dp(t) = (a[p.]xI, ... ,a[p.]xq).
R

So if (Pn)neN is an approximate identity in bac(JR) n COO(JR), then

and

The following result is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 24.

Corollary 32. Let M be a closed subspace of F[q] such that a:t[q](M) ~ M for all t E JR.

Then M n domOO(b",[q]) is dense in M.

Translatable Frechet spaces

Apart from establishing a transpara.nt introduction to the theory of one- parameter co-groups

on Frechet spaces, the preceding two sections are the basis of this section in which the con

cept of translatable Frechet space is introduced. The idea of introducing translatable Frechet

spaces comes from system theory. Finite, time-invariant, linear systems can be considered

as translation invariant subspaces of a q-fold direct sum V[q] of a vector space V mostly

taken to be a subspace of the distribution space 'D'(JR). If also topology is involved, so if

V is a topological vector space, it is natural to consider closed translation invariant sub

spaces of V[q]. We seek for topological vector spaces with a simple topological structure.

A linear topology induced by a norm seems to restrictive, since the commonly used spaces

Lp,loc(JR), 1 $ p < 00, of locally p- integrable functions are not normable in an appropriate
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way. So the first step towards a more involved topological structure is one generated by a

countable collection of seminorms. Since also completeness of the topological vector space

is a natural requirement we end up with Frechet spaces. So the question arises for which

Frechet spaces the notion of translation can be made meaningful in such a way that they

have properties very much similar to the Frechet spaces C(IR) and Lp,loc(IR).

In future, we intend to extend the theory presented here to strict inductive limits of Frechet

spaces. Then spaces of distributions with half-infinite support are included, too.

Before we come to the definition of translatable Frechet spaces we have to discuss the spaces

COO(IR) and C~(IR).

Let (at)tER denote the one-parameter co-group of translations on the Frechet space C(IR),
d

i.e. take F = C in section one. Its generator is the differentiation operator D = dt with

domain C'(IR) and dom(Dk) = Ck(IR). The space COO(IR), defined by

00

COO(IR) := n Ck(IR)
k=O

is a Frechet space with respect to the seminorms

f l-+ sup If(k1(t)l, mE lN, k E IN U {OJ .
tE[-m,m]

So a sequence Ut} in COO(IR) converges to f if and only if U?») converges to f(k) in C(IR)

for all k E IN U {OJ.

The space bac(IR) represents the dual of C(IR) in the sense that for each Jl E bac(IR), the

linear functional

f l-+ J f(t)dJl(t) , f E C(IR) ,
R

is continuous and all continuous linear functionals arise in this way. From this it follows that

the collection {a[Jl] I Jl E bac(IR)} consists of precisely all translation invariant continuous

linear operators from C(IR) in C(IR). For each J.l E bac(IR), a[J.l] maps COO(IR) into COO(IR)

continuously. A complete characterization of all continuous translation invariant operators
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from coo(1R) into COO(JR) is presented in [So]. In fact, if K: COO(JR) -+ COO(JR) is a

continuous linear operator, then KUt = UtK for all t E JR if and only if there is a polyno

mial p and a J.l E bac(JR) such that K = p(:t)u[Jl]. In [So] it has been proved also that

u[Jl](C(JR) C coo(lR) if and only if Jl E bac(JR) n COO(JR).

The space C~(JR) is the subspace of COO(JR) consisting of all r.p E COO(JR) such that

supp(r.p) C [-a,a] for some a> O. Introduce the closed subspaces C~(JR;a) ofCOO(JR)

by

C~(JR;a) = {r.p E COO(JR) I V't,ltl~a: r.p(t) = O} .

We see that

C~(JR) = U C';'(JR; a) .
a.EN

The spaces C~(JR; a) are Frechet space with the relative topology induced by COO(JR) and

C~(JR,a) ....... C~(JR,b) for a < b. Therefore it is natural to endow C~(JR) with the inductive

limit topology generated by the chain of Frechet spaces (C~( JR, a) )a.EN. This inductive limit

topology is strict, cf. [Co]. A sequence (r.pd in C~ (JR) converges to r.p if and only if there

exists a E IN such that r.pi E C~(JR,a) and 'Pi -+ r.p, (f -+ (0), in COO(lR). Furthermore, a

linear functional on C';'(lR) is continuous if and only if it is sequentially continuous. Contin

uous linear functionals on C~(1R) are called usually distributions.

In literature one uses mostly the notation £(JR) instead of COO(JR) and V(JR) instead of

C~(lR). The corresponding duals are denoted by £'(JR) and V'(JR). Since the restriction

of a continuous linear functional on £(JR} to V(JR) is continuous on V(lR). £'(JR) can be

considered as a subspace of V'(lR); the elements of £'(lR) are the distributions with compact

support.

The translation group (Ut)teR maps C~(lR) into C~(lR) continuously, since Ut maps C~(JR;a)

into C~(lR;a+ b) continuous for all t E lR with It I $ b, and all a E IN. Furthermore, for

each J.l E bac(IR) and r.p E C~(IR), u[J-L]r.p E C~(IR), and u[Ji] maps C~(IR;a) continu

ously into C~(JR;a+ b) for b > 0 so large that Jl varies on [-b,b], only. Consequently,

u[Jl]: C~(JR) -+ C~(JR) is continuous. If (Jln) is a sequence in span{Ht I t E IR} such that
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U[JLnJ! -+ u[JLJ! for all f E C(JR), then u[JLn]<P -+ u[JL]cp in Cgo(JR). (Observe that for fixed

<P the sequence (u[JLn]<P) is completely contained in Cgo(JR,a) for some a > 0.) Finally, we

observe that for each sequence (t n ) in JR\ {O} with tn -+ 0 the sequence (t: (Ut n <P - <p)) tends

to <p' in Cgo(JR).

We need an additional definition.

Definition 33. Let V and W be topological vector spaces. Then V and Ware said to

be in weak duality, if there exists a bilinear form s on V x W such that

'v'WEW: v.- s(v, w)is a continuous linear functional on V

'v'VEV: w I-t s( V, w)is a continuous linear functional on W

So we arrive at the leading concept of this section.

Definition 34. A Frechet space F is called translatable if the following two conditions

are satisfied

(1) Cgo(JR) and F are in weak duality with respect to a bilinear form s on Cgo(JR) x F.

(2) There exists a one-parameter co-group (ot}tER on F such that

Remark. Condition (1) is equivalent to

(1') There exists a linear injection j: F.-. D'(JR) which is continuous with respect to the

Frechet topology of F and the weak* topology w(V'(JR), V(JR)) of V'(JR).

For the time being we let F denote a translatable Frechet space, and s the corresponding

bilinear form.

Lemma 35. For all <p E C~(JR) and x E F the function f""x on JR defined by
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is infinitely differentiable with

Proof. From the observations preceding to Definition 33 it follows that for each 'P E Crgo(JR)

U-t'P - 'P as t - 0

and

in the topology of C~(lR). Therefore f<p,x is continuously differentiable with derivative

The result follows by induction, because 'P' E Crgo(JR).

Lemma 36. For all '-P E Crgo(JR), x E F and Jl E bac(JR)

s( '-P, O'[Jl] x ) = s( u[jt]'P, x)

where ji(t) =Jl( -t), t E JR.

Proof. Let 'P E C':'(JR) and x E F. Then by definition for each Jl E span{Ht I t E JR}

s( 'P, O'[Jl]x) = s(u[jl]'-P, x) .

o

Now let Jl E bac(JR). Then there exists a sequence (Jln) in span{Ht I t E JR} such that for all

x E F and f E C(JR)

a[Jln]x - a[Jl]x in F as n - 00

and
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u[jln]J - u[jl]J in C(JR) as n - 00 •

As observed for all r.p E Cgo(JR)

u[jln]r.p - u[it]r.p in Cgo(JR) as n - 00 •

So from the assumed continuity of the bilinear form we obtain the wanted result. 0

Lemma 37. For all r.p E Cgo(JR), x E :F and J.l E bac(JR) n Coo(JR)

Proof. Let J.l E bac(JR) n coo(lR) and r.p E Cgo(JR). Then it' E Cgo(JR) and

00

(O"[it]r.p(t) = (J.l' * r.p)(t) =- J r.p(r)J.l'(t - r)dr .
-00

Introducing :J.p E bac(lR) n Coo(JR) by

t

(:Jr.p)(t) = J r.p(r)dr, t E JR
-00

we have

and find

s( r.p, a [J.l]x ) = s(J.l', a[:Jr.p]x) .

00

Since a[:Jr.p]x = J r.p(t)at x dt as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral, the stated result follows. 0

-00

Theorem 38. There exist a continuous linear injection l. from the Frechet space domOO (6a )

into the Frechet space COC'(JR) satisfying

00

s(r.p,x) = J r.p(t)(t(x))(t)dt
-00
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for all t.p E C~(lR).

Proof. For Jl E bac(lR) n COO(lR) and x E F we define

We want to extend t linearly to the span

span( U O'[Jl](F)) .
IlEbaC<R)nCOO(R)

Therefore, observe that if

io ro

L: O'[Jlj]Xj =L: Q[vr]Yr
j=1 r=1

then for aU t.p E Ct' (lR )

jo ro

L s(t.p,Q[llj]Xj) =L s(t.p,O'[vr]Yr)
j=1 r=1

and so for aU t.p E C~(JR)

00 ~ 00 ~J t.p(t)(?= s(llj,O'tx j))dt = J t.p(t)(I: s(V;,O'tYr))dt.
-00 )=1 -00 r=1

We conclude here from that

jo ro

L: s(Jlj, O'tXj) = L s(v;, O'tYr) .
j=1 r=1

Hence by introducing for Jlj E bac(lR) n COO(lR) and xi E F

io jo

t(L O'[llj]Xj) := L t(O'[Jlj]Xj)
j=1 j=1

we properly define a linear injection from the span of the collection {O'[Jl]x I Jl E bac(lR) n

COO(lR), x E F} into COO(lR). By Dixmier and Malliavin's result we have
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and so t is a well-defined injection from dom OO(00 ) into COO(lR). The definition of t yields

also that

00

s(cp,z) = J cp(t)(t(z»(t)dt, z E domoo(oo).
-00

For the continuity of t, we let Zn -. z in the Frechet space domoo(oo) and t(zn) -. f in the

Frechet space cooCDt). Then for all cp E Ccgo(lR)

00

s(cp,zn) -. s(cp,z) = J cp(t)(t(z»(t)dt
-00

and

00 00

J cp(t)(t(zn)(t)dt -. J cp(t)f(t)dt.
-00 -00

Consequently, I( z) = f and the proof is complete. o

Corollary 39. In the notation of the previous theorem assume that t(domoo(on» = coo(1R).

Then L is an isometric isomorphism and t-1 is continuous.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the previous theorem and the closed graph theorem. 0

Our next aim is to show that translatable Frechet spaces for which t is a bijection are very

much similar to the Frechet space C(JR) of continuous functions on JR with respect to the

characterization of translation invariant subspaces and translation invariant operators. For

this we have to present first some results of Kahane, Schwarz, et al., see [Ra] and [Sch].

Schwarz has characterized the closed translation invariant subspaces of G(JR) as follows.

Let M be a closed subspace of C(JR). Then M is translation invariant if and only if there

are 1lI, 112 E bae(JR) such that

From the observation that the annihilator M O is a two-sided ideal in the convolution algebra

bae(JR) and the observation that the Fourier transformation maps bae(JR) into the vector
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space of analytic functions of type one, all comes down to studying ideals in analytic function

algebras.

Kahane showed that each closed translation invariant subspace of C(IR) is the closure of

the linear span of the Bohl functions that this subspace contains. Here a Bohl function is a

function of the form p(t)e>.t where AE C and p a polynomial. In fact, Kahane studied mean

periodic functions in C(IR), Le. f E C(IR) such that

r(f) := span{erd I t E lR} =F C(IR) .

The spectrum E(f) of f consists of all AE C for which the function e>.t E r(f), and AE E(f)

has multiplicity n if tke>.t E r(f) for k = 0, ... , n - 1. It can be proved that E(f) is at most

countable and each A E E(f) has finite multiplicity.

From Theorem 24 and Corollary 25 applied to the translation group (ert}tER in the Frechet

space C(IR) we obtain the following characterization of the closed translation invariant sub

spaces of COO(IR).

Theorem 40. Let M be a closed subspace of COO(IR). Then M is translation invariant

if and only if

1. (Schwarz)

There are J.LJ, J.l2 E bac(IR) such that

2. (Kahane)

There is an atmost countably infinite set E c C and corresponding n>. E lN, A E E such

that

M = span{tje>.t I j = 0, .. . ,n>. -1, A E E}

where the closure is with respect to the topology of COO(IR).

After this intermezzo we continue our discussion of translatable Frechet spaces.
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Theorem 41. Let:F denote a translatable Frechet space regarding the co-group (adtER

and assume the canonical injection t: domOO(ba ) --+ COO(JR) is surjective. Let M be a closed

subspace of F. Then M satisfies at(M) ~ M if and only if

(1) (Schwarz)

There are Jll, Jl2 E bac(JR) such that

(2) (Kahane)

There is an atmost countable set :E c C and for each ,\ E :E, n,\ E IN, such that

M =span{i-l(q,\,j I j =O, ... ,n,\ -1, ,\ E C}

where the closure is taken with respect to F.

Proof. The sufficiency of both conditions is clear. So let M be a closed subspace of F such

that at(M) ~ M for all t E JR. Then, as we have seen, M n domOO(ca ) is dense in M and

closed in the Frechet space dom OO (ba). Since t is a homeomorphism satisfying to at =(7t 0 t,

the image t(M) is a closed subspace of COO(JR). Now the proof is a direct consequence of the

preceding theorem, recalling that (7[Jl] 0 t = to a[Jl] for all Jl E bac(JR). 0

Similarly we deal with closed linear operators K which are (at)-invariant.

Theorem 42. Assumptions on F as in the previous theorem. Let K: dom(K) --+ F

be a closed linear operator where dom(K) is a subspace of F with domOO(ca ) C dom(K).

Then K is (ad-invariant if and only if there exists a polynomial p and Jl E bac(JR) such that

K = p(ca)a[Ji] with dom(K) = {x E F I a[Jl] E dom p(can.

Proof. For the definition of closed (at)-invariant operator, see Definition 27.

sufficiency: From Theorem 20 it follows that p(co) is closed and (at )-invariant with dom(p(co» =

dom(c~), q = degree(p). Since a[Jl] is everywhere defined on F and continuous, p(ca)a[Ji] is

a closed (at)-invariant operator with the given domain.

necessity: By Lemma 29, £- =KldomOO (6a )i-
1 is continuous on COO(JR). Since toat = (7tOt, t E
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JR, the characterization of the continuous translation invariant operators on COO(JR) given in

the beginning of this section yields a polynomial p and a Jl E bac(JR) such that

Hence

and applying Theorem 30 gives

graph(K) = {(x; Kx) I X E dom OO (be>)}

o

Corollary 43. Assumptions on F as in the previous theorem. Let K be an everywhere

defined continuous (od-invariant operator on F. Then there exists a polynomial p and

Jl E bac(JR) such that

and

Remark. With respect to the above result there is an open problem, namely: If K: F - F

is continuous and (at)- invariant, doet it follow that £, = a[Jl] for some Jl E bac(JR)? Condi

tions on F?

For Banach spaces there is the following negative result.

Theorem 44. Let B be a translatable Banach space with respect to the co-group (at)tER

on B. Then the canonical injection L: domOO(be» - COO(JR) is not surjective.
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Proof. A simple application of the uniform boundedness principle yields positive constants

a > 0 and b > 0 such that for all t E JR

So if t were surjective (It(t-1qO,A) = eAtt-1qO,A' A E C, t E JR, so that for all t E JR and A E C

This leads to a contradiction when Re A > b. o

We end this section by presenting a construction of translatable Frechet spaces which satisfy

the assumptions of Theorem 41.

Let (Pn) be an ordered collection of seminorms on Coo(JR) satisfying the following condi

tions.

(1) The locally convex topology T for COO(JR) brought about by the collection (Pn) is

weaker than the Frechet topology of Coo(JR).

(2) The operators at on Coo(JR) are continuous with respect to the topology T and the one

parameter group (adtER is locally equicontinuous with respect to F.

(3) The topology T is stronger than the weak topology on Coo(JR) induced by C':(JR), Le.

if In -+ 0 with respect to T as n -+ 00, then for all I.p E C':(JR)

lim JI.p(t)fn(t)dt = 0 .
n-oo

R

Condition (3) ensures that the completion of Coo(JR) with respect to the topology T is a

Frechet subspace of V'(JR). Indeed, let Uk) be a Cauchy sequence in (Coo(JR),F). Then by

(3)

exists for all I.p E C':(JR), and the linear functional I.p ...... x(I.p) is continuous (note that 'D'(JR)

with the weak topology induced by C':(JR) is sequentially complete). Standard arguments
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show that the subspace of D'(JR) consisting of all limits x E D'(JR) of Cauchy sequences in

(COO(JR), T) is a Frechet space where the topology is generated by the extended seminorms

where (Ik) is a Cauchy sequence in (COO(JR), T) with limit x. Let :F(Pn) denote this Frechet

space and s the canonical bilinear form on C~(JR) x :F(Pn),

s(cp,x) = x(cp).

Then s is continuous with respect to both variables separately. By condition (1) and (2)

the group (Ut)tER is a locally equicontinuous group on (COO(JR), T). So Theorem 32 yields a

co-group (odtER on :F(Pn) with OtICOO(R) =Ut. Finally, for x E :F(Pn) let (Ik) be a Cauchy

sequence in (COO(JR), T) with limit x. Then for t E JR

S( cp, Ot x ) = t~~, Jcp( r)(Udk)( r )dr
R

= lim J(u_tcp)(r)fk(r)dr
k-oo

R

= S(U_tCP, x)

Remark. It is not hard to see that the above construction yields, up to a homeomorphism,

all translatable Frechet spaces which satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 41.

Examples. Of course an exhaustive list of examples can be presented. We stick to one

class.

Define the seminorms Pn, n E ffil, on C=(JR) by

( n ) 1fT

Pn(J) = ~ If(tW

where 1 ~ r < 00. Then the condition (1), (2) and (3) are fulfilled. It shows that .cr,loc(JR)

is a translatable Frechet space.

Let :F be a translatable Frechet space for which the injection t: domOO (6Q ) _ COO(JR)

is surjective. Then for the q-fold direct sum :F[q] = ffiJ=1 :F the corresponding injection t[q],
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is bijective from domOO(b",[q]) onto COO(IR; q) = tB3=1 COO(IR). Moreover the bilinear form S

on C~(IR) x F induces a bilinear form s[q] on C~(IR; q) x F[q] by

q

s[q]«cpI,···CPq),(XI, ... ,xq )) =L s(Xj;CPj)·
j=l

From the properties of sand L it follows that

for all (cpI, ... , cPq) E C~(IR; q) and (Xl, ... , X q) E domOO(o", [q]). Let P()..) be a p X q poly

nomial matrix, p ~ q. Then P (~) is the associated differential matrix with action on

COO(IR; q),

(Here T denotes transposition.) Further, we define the q x p polynomial matrix P-()..) by

Then we come to the following result

Theorem 45. Let M be a subspace of F[q]. Then the following assertions are equiva

lent

(ii) M is the closure in F[q] of the subspace
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Proof. If M satisfies (i), then M is closed in .1'"[q]. For all (Ull""Uq ) E COO(Dl;q),

oThis observation together with Corollary 32 yields the result stated.

for all

such that M satisfies (i) in the above theorem.

It follows that t[q](M n dom OO (l5e.[qJ)) sati~fies an AR-relation in the classical sense. A com

plete characterization of those subspaces of COO(Dl, q) which satisfy an AR-relation can be

found in [So].

If .1'" is taken to be the signal spa.ce in the description of an input- -output system M

with input space Min = .1'"[q] and output space M out ~ .1'"[q - p]. Then the system

M = Min EB M out ~ .1'"[p] is said to satisfy an AR-relation if there exists a p x q-polynomial

matrix P(>'),
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